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Abstract 
 
This work presents a development of a capable-to-promise system for companies that operate under the hybrid make-to-order and make-
to-stock strategy in a lot-sizing and flowshop environment. Proposed system simultaneously considers planning and scheduling processes 
in order to achieve the optimality. Optimisation engine is based on an advanced evolutionary algorithm. Information available in ERP 
system from different production units and stages, the optimization module, and customer requests are integrated via Internet using XML 
language as a data exchange standard.  
The details on key elements of the system and a software architecture are given. Practical application of the system is illustrated on the 
example of production scheduling for an iron castings foundry. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Advanced  planning  and  scheduling  system  (APS)  is  IT 
vendors’ answer for industrial needs. APS is enabling not only for 
more effective production planning, which addressed all existing 
constraints,  but  also  the  optimisation  of  created  plans  and 
schedules with the criteria given by the planners. APS is not a 
planning  module  of  ERP,  but  rather  the  entire  planning  and 
scheduling system within an enterprise [1]. APS is a technology 
that  utilizes  optimisation  algorithms  for  solving  models  which 
simultaneously take into account all the materials and available 
enterprise  resources,  while  reflecting  all  the  constraints  and 
business goals. The key data is stored in a computer’s operational 
memory, so that it is possible to generate plans in a real-time. The 
APS technology also supports quick decision making (a “what-if” 
simulation) and lets for order promising in so called Available-to-
Promise (ATP) system. 
The  basic  role  of  the  order  promising  in  ATP  sense  is  an 
answer to the customer question about the delivery date of the 
orders which is given on the basis of recourses availability [2]. 
The system has to check whether there is enough products in the 
inventory or whether there is enough resources (or whether they 
can be accumulated on time) to produce them. An extension of 
this idea is the order promising in the Capable to Promise (CTP) 
system.  A  new  order  is  inserted  into  the  existing  production 
schedule  which  is  then  reoptimised,  and  a  term  of  delivery  is 
confirmed. Such approach enables for much higher optimisation 
level  of  the  resources,  as  the  existing  plan  can  be  rearranged 
whenever an order has been added or cancelled. In that way the 
promised due dates can be met along with high utilization levels 
of the resources available in the enterprise [2].  
In spite of the large number of theoretical works reported on 
production planning and scheduling, there are very little industrial 
applications. The aim of this paper is to present authors’ prototype 
of  the  evolutionary  based  system  for  production  planning  and 
scheduling for companies that operate under the hybrid make-to-
order  and  make-to-stock  strategy  in  a  lot-sizing  and  flowshop 
environment.  The  system  is  built  on  the  basis  of  effective 
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information  system  and  enables  a  single  or  multicriteria 
optimisation of the production schedules.  
 
 
2. Assumptions 
 
Literature review and the research conducted by the authors at 
several polish steelmakers and foundries allow for formulation the 
main  assumption:  it  is  impossible  to  develop  an  universal 
planning and scheduling model covering wide variety of industrial 
situations. Every plant, every internal or external supply chain has 
to  be  provided  with  its  own,  tailored  model  as  there  is  no 
possibility to predict all real-life constraints. 
A short-term planning problem in steelworks and foundries is 
especially  complex,  because  production  processes  in  such 
manufacturers are of a continuous-discrete type. We are dealing 
with planning and scheduling problems for foundries that produce 
wide variety of items in combined make-to-order and make-to-
stock  strategy.  The  technology  constraints  and  organization  of 
business processes indicate that the problem is a lot-sizing and 
flowshop scheduling under JIT policy. 
Finally, to formulate the problem, the following assumptions 
are made: 
1)  client’s order may contain single or many items, 
2)  job  is  order  for  a  single  item  production  and  consists  of 
several tasks, 
3)  at the beginning of the planning horizon, there are  n jobs 
waiting to be processed, with known: 
  due  date  (taken  from  client’s  order  or  assigned  by  a 
planner), 
  priority  (assigned  by  marketing  department  and/or 
resulting from item’s technological difficulty assigned by 
technology department) 
4)  constraints associated with items (products): 
  physical  values  (material,  raw  and  finished  weight, 
dimensions), 
  economical values (demand per year, min sales quantity, 
unit price and profit), 
  precedence of operations, 
  resource assignment and utilization,  
  store level 
5)  jobs with the same material (cast iron grade) property have to 
be combined into lots to fulfil technological constraints; if 
there are not open jobs, the best selling items from marketing 
records are chosen, 
6)  some semi-finished products are not allowed to wait for a 
machine to be idle (e.g. liquid metal has to be used in a given 
period of time), 
7)  a given machine cannot perform two operations in parallel, 
although one operation may refer to many jobs (e.g. metal 
melting), 
8)  products  are  transported  in  batches,  some  transport 
operations may require to last no less than a given period of 
time due to technological restrictions as e.g. cooling, 
9)  resources capacities and availability (calendar) are known in 
advance;  
10)  labours is not constrained and is not planned, 
11)  only completed orders can be delivered; if the production is 
completed before or on the due date, delivery will be on the 
due date, otherwise the order will be delivered immediately 
after its production is completed, 
12)  the goal is to construct the schedule that minimizes fitness 
function as a sum of weighted differences completion and 
due dates. 
The  traditional,  hierarchical  approaches  involving  the  problem 
decomposition into planning and scheduling level problems are used 
commonly in MRP/ERP systems. Rolling horizon approach is widely 
considered to reduce the computational effort. The presented system 
uses another approach, assuming that planning and scheduling decisions 
need to be simultaneously considered in order to achieve the optimality. 
Although this approach considers a large scheduling problem over the 
planning  time  horizon,  it  is  possible  to  solve  its  models  due  to 
increasing  computers’  power  and  development  of  new  heuristic 
methods.  
Three-month non-rolling planning horizon with single shift buckets 
is  assumed.  All  resources  are  planned  and  all  jobs  are  scheduled 
simultaneously within this 3 month period; the plan and the schedule 
are recalculated every shift.  
 
 
3. The system framework 
 
The proposed prototype is a modular system being built as a 
web  service  in  ASP.NET  environment.  The  documents  in  the 
system  are  sent  in  XML  form  and  follow  the  variant  of  PPS 
ontology  standard  [3].  By  sending  an  XML  document  with  an 
order  a  client  initiates  the  process  of  order  planning  and 
promising.  As  a  result  it  receives an  XML  document  with  the 
confirmation of its order, which can be used by its own planning 
system.  Schedules  generated  by  the  system  are  simultaneously 
sent  to  the  company’s  ERP  system.  The  key  element  in  our 
system is an optimisation engine, which is based on evolutionary 
algorithm.  The  generic  schema  of  the  proposed  system 
architecture is presented in Figure 1. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Architecture of proposed system 
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The system follows the standard for building web applications 
[4] i.e. three-tired system structure incorporating Web-browser (as 
thin client), Web-server and database server (ERP system). Web-
browser represents the client-side  functionality of the proposed 
system.  Depending  on  the  access  rights,  three  user  roles  are 
defined:  customer,  planner,  and  administrator.  Customers  are 
allowed to access three main data objects: their own orders stored 
in ERP system (for reading and updating), the offered products 
(reading only), and the schedule with their orders (reading only). 
Planner  has  full  reading  and  updating  rights  excluding 
maintenance of users accounts which is Administrator right. In 
order to minimise the network traffic, the Web-browser and Web-
server update the data in a batch mode. 
The following procedure may be employed every day before a 
new shift begins: 
1)  input data from ERP system, 
2)  freeze all jobs being processed, 
3)  optimize  plan  and  schedule  for  next  3  months  regarding 
MTO/MTS decision, 
4)  output plan and schedule to ERP system, 
5)  output schedule to manufacturing system. 
The  functions  of  prototype  system  are  grouped  into  seven 
menu options: 
a)  File – enables import data from ERP, open and save chosen file, and 
data printing, 
b)  View – the user can view all enterprise resources (calendar, items, 
operations, parties, products, work centres and tools), 
c)  Schedule – prepares rough and optimized schedules , 
d)  Orders – the user can view all or chosen customer orders and check 
their status, 
e)  Reports – gives details on effectiveness of the schedule, in time 
orders and plan execution , 
f)  Administration – enables administrative tasks i.e. create and users 
maintenance, 
g)  Help – gives short tutorial of system options. 
The exemplar screens are shown in the Section 6, where case 
study is presented. 
 
 
4. Production scheduling in foundry 
 
Planning  and  scheduling  system  for  highly  automated, 
universal  foundry  that  produces  wide  variety  of  castings  is 
considered. The production process consists of six key operations: 
cores preparing, metal melting, moulding, pouring metal into forms, 
cooling down and finishing. The liquid metal is produced in three 
furnaces  with  maximum  load  of  6 Mg  each.  The  moulding  and 
pouring are realised in succession on two automated lines, partially in 
parallel. Melting, moulding and pouring operations must be closely 
coordinated, as melted iron cannot wait too long for pouring into the 
moulds.  
The optimisation model for the problem under consideration is 
presented below. 
Decision  variables:  xijk  –  number  of  castings  planned  for  order  i 
(same items) to be manufactured on machine j in batch k, vιh – number 
of heats type h planned for period ι. 
Data: m – number of machines, nk – number of orders planned for 
batch k, qj – number of batches  planned for machine j, wi – weight of 
casting i [kg], di – due date for casting i, gi – iron grade  for casting i, 
pi – priority for order i, δi – number of ordered castings of type i, ri – 
surplus of castings of type i, which can be manufactured over δi, c – 
ladle  capacity,  ail  –  resource  of  type  l  needed  for  manufacturing 
casting i, Clk  – resource l capacity available for batch k. 
Function τ(k)  returns date of batch k, comparable wit due date di. 
The  first  objective  function  minimizes  the  cost  of  producing 
castings before or after the due date for a given batch of castings: 
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The second objective function maximizes the utilization of furnaces 
thus reducing a potential bottleneck: 
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First constraint ensures that not more casting will be planned for 
manufacturing than ordered plus assumed surplus  
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Second constraint does not allow for production smaller number of 
items in one batch than minimum batch size. 
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Next constraint checks whether capacities are not exceeded:   
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Another constraint ensures that there is enough heats of iron grade  h: 
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Finally, there is a constraint limiting the number of batches planned 
on a single forming machine during one working shift (parameter κj 
set for all machines by a planner): 
 
m j q j j ,..., 1  
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5. Evolutionary engine 
 
A  weekly  schedule  for  the  optimised  period  is  coded  in  a 
single chromosome  using  integer  gene  values.  The  single gene 
represents  quantity  of  products  planned  for  manufacturing  or 
equals zero if the production for particular job during given shift 
is not planned. 
Various evolutionary algorithms have been tested in proposed 
prototype. In [5] the evolutionary programming application has 
been  presented.  This  version  of  system  employs  a  genetic 
algorithm (GA) as an optimisation tool. The algorithm has been 
coded in C# language and compiled as a library, which can be 
used by a web service.  
Initial population has m=25 individuals. In the reproduction 
phase  25  pairs  of  individuals  are  selected  according  to  their 
solution quality. The selection is organised in non-standard way. 
To form the mating pair each individual in population is linked 
with the winner of tournament competitions between c=15 other 
randomly chosen individuals. Thus, even the worst individual has 
a chance to form offsprings. The resulting offsprings then undergo 
a  simple  mutation.  Then  a  repair  algorithm  is  involved  for 
incorrect children and all k=50 individuals are evaluated. Next, 
the individuals are ranked in descending order according to their 
fitness functions and m of the highest ranking individuals create 
new  population.  The  algorithm  is  terminated  after  20,000 
generations have been performed. Figure 2 presents the general 
outline of used GA as PASCAL pseudo-code. 
 
BEGIN 
t:=0; 
randomly generate initial population P(t); 
REPEAT 
evaluate fitness in population; 
t := t+1; 
P(t) = { }; 
WHILE  (P(t) is not full) DO 
BEGIN 
select  two  individuals  from  P(t-1)  for  mating  according  to  their 
fitness; 
recombine individuals to form offsprings; 
mutate offsprings; 
insert offsprings into P(t); 
END; 
UNTIL (termination criterion holds); 
output the best solution; 
END. 
Fig. 2. GA pseudo-code 
 
This  evolutionary  algorithm  employs  an  irregular  mutation 
proposed by Michalewicz and Jankov [6] as a basic evolutionary 
operator. This mutation uses variable probability, which decreases 
with the advance of the evolution process. This scheme is similar 
to the one in simulated annealing. The following formula of gene 
increment function has been used: 
) / 1 ( ) , ( max max max g g r x x g  
where g and gmax represent current and the maximum generation 
respectively, xmax represents the maximum value for a gene, r is a 
uniformly  distributed  random  number  from  [0,1]  and  β  is  a 
parameter (β=2 has been chosen after some experiments). 
As a complementary operator the authors developed a new 
crossover operator for the presented problem. Careful observation 
of generated plans, which could be qualified as good, showed that 
the same number of products is duplicated for many periods with 
only  minor  changes.  Following  this  observation  a  crossover 
exchanging periods has been proposed.  
This  crossover  creates  one  offspring  (o)  from  two  parents  by 
copying randomly chosen period from the first parent (p1) and the 
remaining periods from the second parent (p2). 
In details, two parents: 
p1=(x11,..., x1c,..., x1k,..., x21,..., x2c,..., x2k,..., xn1,…, xnc,..., xnk) 
and 
 p2=(y11,..., y1c,..., y1k,..., y21,..., y2c,..., y2k,..., yn1,…, ync,..., ynk) 
create a vector: 
o=(x11,..., y1c,..., x1k,..., x21,..., y2c,..., x2k,..., xn1,…, ync,..., xnk), 
if f(p2)<f(p1), or: 
o=(y11,..., x1c,..., y1k,..., y21,..., x2c,..., y2k,..., yn1,…, xnc,..., ynk), 
if f(p1)<f(p2). 
Although this crossover can produce infeasible solution if the 
parent are infeasible, it tends to prefer the best fitted one over the 
less  fitted  (e.g.  infeasible).  The  test  performed  by  the  authors 
showed  that  proposed  crossover  in  some  cases  can  give 
significant improvement of the final solution while in other cases 
this operator is virtually useless. 
 
 
6. Case study 
 
In this section we present the example implementation of the 
proposed system in the highly automated, universal foundry. We 
have performed test for the randomly generated data from one of 
the metal foundries in South of Poland. The scheduling problem 
consist of 500 jobs (products) which should be produced during 
90 day period. The part of the  orders is presented in Figure 3 
(Orders View from prototype option). 
 
 
 
Fig.3. View of considered orders. 
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The  list  of  products  consist  of  184  items  various  in  size, 
weight,  and  material  used.  Exemplar  product  is  presented  in 
Figure 4 (Resources Products from prototype option). 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4. View of available products. 
 
 
After optimization process (Schedule Optimize) the output 
schedule  can  be  viewed  and  saved.  The  fragment  of  exemplar 
schedule is presented in Figure 5. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.5. The fragment of output schedule. 
The  results  achieved  by  our  systems  where  then  compared 
with the historical ones and showed that the application of the 
proposed system in practice can bring following advantages: 
  better  utilization  of  bottleneck  machines  (in  this  case 
furnaces) up to 15%, 
  higher number of orders made exactly on due date up to 40%, 
  higher number of orders which are not delayed up to 30%. 
 
 
7. Conclusions 
 
Previous works by the authors have presented the assumptions 
and methods of planning and scheduling problems solving [7, 8]. 
Now the focus is put on APS system design and implementation.  
A prototype system, which is currently in its final test phase, seems 
to be promising one for the automated foundry considered in the paper. 
More  tests  are  needed,  including  another  types  of  foundries  and 
possibly  other  heavy  industry  manufacturers.  Especially  the 
optimisation engine must be further developed in order to handle more 
complex  problems  and  provide  good  solutions  in  very  short  time. 
Preliminary  tests  have  shown  that  proposed  system  is  able  obtain 
results, which are 5–10% from theoretical lower bound, depending on 
the number of orders. Finally, we work on target system with schedules 
displayed in the form of Gantt charts. 
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